Member & Affiliate Session
October 13, 2020

Welcome Mississauga Health Members & Affiliates!

•

Last year at this time we were
coming together to agree on
and finalize our Full Application

•

This was after a spring and
summer of discussion and
engagement on how we would
work together and where we
would focus

•

COVID-19 has certainly
changed what we thought this
past year would look like, but it
has only strengthened the
need and desire to work
together for our community
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Where we were in March
In March, we were embarking on a bifocal plan to action year one priorities, while
building a strong foundation for OHT development over time

We were…
•

Actively operationalizing our plan – coming
together to kick off work over the spring on
priority areas

•

Establishing working groups with champions
across sectors to advance year 1 priorities

•

Co-designing principles and processes to make
nimble decisions informed by many perspectives

•

Furthering sector integration, including with the
physician community through the Primary Care
Network

With the pandemic declared by the WHO and the M-OHT in a provincial COVID-19 hotspot, the M-OHT
refocused efforts on supporting one another to respond to the pandemic.
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A collaborative pandemic response
The M-OHT was a key resource and channel for members, enabling a more proactive and coordinated
response to the pandemic. Our partnerships will be critical to support a sustainable response through Wave 2
and looking ahead.

During the spring, members leveraged the M-OHT to:
 Support collective knowledge of community incidence and potential impact on demand
 Share policies and practices for how to operationalize government direction
 Provide advice and implement solutions to issues, such as resolving urgent PPE shortages, recruiting staff to address
shortages, sharing best practice on HR, IPAC, Occ Health and COVID expenditures
 Adapt to local service changes, such as clinic closures, surgical ramp-down, ambulatory care changes, assessment centre
set-up and referral processes
 Implement virtual care throughout primary care, assessment centres and other ambulatory care services
 Support crisis response, including LTC across 19 homes
 Develop new approaches to supporting people from acute illness presentation to palliative care
 Enable an evidence-based pandemic response supported by The Institute for Better Health
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Delivering care in a provincial COVID-19 hotspot
Factors that can change wave 2 impact:
•
Age distribution
•
Outbreaks
•
Testing & contract tracing (+/-)
•
Surveillance +

PEAKS & VALLEYS SCENARIO

Number of Cases

WE ARE HERE

 PEEL COVID CASES

 COVID+ PATIENT CENSUS
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Where we are today
Today is about continuing the journey together to create our Ontario Health Team in Mississauga, in order to
support the health of our community
With this region continuing in a COVID-19 hotspot, we recognize this is the greatest community need.
Importantly, the actions we take today in responding to COVID-19 should continue to strengthen the partnerships we have and
help us move us closer to the vision we have set together.
Our 2020-21 priorities:

1

COVID-19 Second Wave - Providing Care during COVID-19

2

Building a Strong Foundation – Establishing a Collaborative Decision-Making Framework

Given the rapidly changing environment, it will be important that we continue to re-assess and remain nimble and
flexible to meet the needs of the community.
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COVID-19 second wave
COVID-19 Cross-Sectoral Table
As COVID-19 cases are on the rise with Wave 2, Ontario Health and Central Region, in concert with Peel Public Health, are leading
responses at the regional-level, both across and within sectors (e.g. LTC) or areas of focus (e.g. testing).
This Mississauga Health Cross-Sector COVID-19 table allows us to bring the response together at a local level, to provide advice,
identify gaps and facilitate collective community problem solving.
Priority areas include:
• Symptomatic care and testing (community clinics), including access to PPE as an enabler
• Improved communication and alignment on directives, community needs and common solutions
This will be our priority for the next six to 12 months as we are beginning to see a rise in the number of cases in the community.

THANK YOU TO OUR SECTOR LEADS!
Table Lead: Georgia Whitehead
Community Care
Leads

Primary Care
Leads

MH & Additions
Leads

Heidi Yerxa &
Lynn Petrushcha

James Pencharz
& Sohal Goyal

Mary Pagani &
Cory O’Handley

Acute Care Lead
Gillian Steeve

Long Term Care
Lead

Home Care
Lead

Palliative Care
Lead

Patient & Family
Advisors

Janet Wright &
Kathy Davison

Janet Wright &
Kathy Davison

Kathy Davison &
Dr. Laura Harild

John McKenna &
Kathy Dutchak
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Building a strong foundation
Collaborative Decision-Making Arrangements – A Ministry of Health Requirement:
•

All approved OHTs must establish and document a collaborative decision-making arrangement between members.

•

OHT collaborative decision-making arrangements are to be self-determined by members and fit for purpose.

•

OHTs’ collaborative decision-making arrangements are expected to evolve over time as OHTs mature.

What this means for Mississauga Health:
•

Mississauga Health is establishing a CDMA, for submission to the Ministry of Health in the last week of October

•

Templates provided by the Ministry, through BLG, have been leveraged to support consistency across the province

•

The CMDA is intended to support the OHT in it’s current governance structure, while we develop our OHT through a COVID-19
response

•

It outlines how the OHT will make decisions, in alignment with the OHT vision, goals and priorities

•

It is expected to evolve over time as the OHT reaches maturity as outlined in the Full Application

•

While this is a Ministry requirement, more importantly, it is a key step in our journey together in creating a strong foundation that
will serve us well into the future
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Our shared vision & values – a foundation of the CDMA
Today

Tomorrow

Our vision
Together, our vision is to improve the health of
people in our community by creating an
interconnected system of care across the
continuum, from prenatal care to birth to endof-life and bereavement.
Care we provide will address physical, mental,
social and emotional well-being, and will be
reliable, high quality and grounded in
exceptional experiences and sustainability,
delivering on the Quadruple Aim.

Our values
(Based on Minister’s Patient & Family Advisory Council)

Respect & Dignity
Empathy & Compassion

Accountability &
Transparency

Equity &
Engagement
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Our guiding principles – a foundation of the CDMA
Guiding principles are a key tool for decision-making, setting out the expectations for how decisions will be made and what will be
considered and prioritized
These were developed based on our full application and the feedback from patients, families, members and affiliates during the
development process. They have been modified based on feedback from partners over September.
While we are able to make modifications to these principles, any changes must meet the spirit of what was provided in our full
application
• Our role is to plan on behalf of our population and to act in the best interest of the patients, caregivers and clients we serve;
• We will make decisions and take actions to achieve our shared vision and our goal of improving the quadruple aim: health
outcomes, patient experience, provider experience and sustainability;
• Everything we do will be done in collaboration with patients, caregivers, clients, providers, partners and community members that
will be affected;
• We will take a systems approach that emphasizes coordination and integration of care across sectors for the benefit of our
population, striving to remove barriers to create health equity;
• We will celebrate diversity and seek to understand, recognize, support, accommodate and protect cultural, religious and other
dimensions of diversity;
• (continued on next slide)

THANK YOU PARTNERS FOR YOUR FEEDBACK!
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Our guiding principles continued
• We will be innovative and find new ways of working together that will improve health in our community;
• We will strive to be compassionate, inclusive of all partners at the table and support an equality of voices to ensure we are
building a system that reflects all;
• We will pursue a model of distributed leadership that continues to uplift and reinforce the governance of our respective
sectors;
• We will build trust with partners and our community by committing to transparency and ensuring ongoing engagement and
communication;
• We will embed best practice, evidence and a learning health system approach into everything we undertake;
• We will be pragmatic and focused on achieving results for the good of the population we serve, achieving measureable
performance targets;
• We will ensure change is managed thoughtfully to assess, mitigate and monitor risks;
• We will act with integrity and be accountable to one another and the community.

THANK YOU PARTNERS FOR YOUR FEEDBACK!
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How we will make decisions
All decisions will be made in alignment with our vision outlined in the Full Application, values and decision-making principles
Engagement of, and co-design with, patients, families, caregivers, partners and providers is central to OHT decision making. To support engagement,
the CDMA outlines the creation of:
•

Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) – provide advice directly to executive leadership of MOHT and appropriate subcommittees &
working groups, with focus on patient and family-centred design and implementation

•

Clinical Care Council (CCC) – Representation from primary care, specialists, nurse practitioners, allied health and OHT Executive Leadership. To
provide advice with a focus on building clinical integration across continuum of care.

•

Chairs’ Council – Council of Board designees to provide advice directly to executive leadership and support Board engagement and
communication

•

Project Working Groups & Agreements – Working Groups, Co-design sessions and Agreements will be established to support projects that
advance our priority workstreams

The Collaboration Council (CC) will be the collaborative decision-making body for the OHT
•

The CDMA renames our existing “Governing Council” as the “Collaboration Council”, to standardize with the provincial model

•

It will make strategic and financial decisions for the OHT, and oversee planning, design and implementation

•

One of the roles of the Collaboration Council will be to evaluate and evolve the integrated leadership and governance structure of the M-OHT,
including establishing a standardized process to move to a skills-based board and network governance structure as outlined in our Full
Application

•

The CC will establish structures and processes to support engagement and co-design
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Consensus-Based Decision Making
Decisions will be made using a Consensus-Based Decision-Making approach
• Active participation of members in reaching a decision that is supported and in line with
the vision, values and guiding principles
• Commitments and tools to support consensus-based decision-making:
• using our M-OHT vision, values and guiding principles,
• clearly articulating expectations,
• establishing clear lines of communication (for instance using expressions of concern,
reservations or non-support),
• respecting others’ interests,
• engaging an internal or external facilitator, for:
• rounds
• request for more clarity or information (e.g. data, evidence)
• advice from other bodies or councils (such as the Chairs’ Council, PFAC, CCC or
other M-OHT partners)
• separate meetings with members
• If required, the Collaboration Council members can use a supermajority vote of two-thirds,
with at least a majority agreement from the representatives of any represented sector.
• However, it is acknowledged and intended that the group will be able to manage
disagreements through consensus-based decision-making, which yields the best outcomes.

Consensus-based decision making is based on a
deliberate process of consensus building, whereby
members of a group actively participate in finding
a decision together that all members can feel
comfortable with.
Effective consensus building results in decisions
that have been thoughtfully deliberated,
incorporate diverse experience and views, and may
produce the best possible decision given the
configuration of interests that have come together
for a given purpose.
Consensus decision making is based on the premise
that everyone’s voice is worth hearing and that all
concerns that come from a place of integrity are
valid. If a proposal is deeply troubling to even one
person, that concern is respected; if it is ignored,
the group is likely to make a mistake.
Source: A practical guide for consensus-based
decision making” by James Madden, London ON,
2017.
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An Example of Decision-Making
In the summer of 2019, we made a consensus-based decision on our priority populations for year 1 implementation.
To make this decision:
•

We considered several options to improve
health outcomes and the quadruple aim

•

These opportunities were identified based
on the health status of the population and
patterns of health service usage

•

Opportunities were assessed using agreedto criteria, including: impact; feasibility
(such as evidence and proven pathways),
and partnership advancement

•

Data and engagement with subject matter
experts were used to assess opportunities
based on the criteria

•

Prioritization of opportunities over time
supported decision-making
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Signatories
•

Founding partners will continue to champion OHT development on behalf of the Mississauga Health members and affiliates as Collaboration
Council members, and will sign the CDMA in this capacity

•

Mississauga Health partners who have signed on to the Full Application are reflected in the CDMA as members and affiliates:
•

•

•

•

Members
•

Anticipate being involved in the day-to-day operations of the OHT, and part of service delivery for the Mississauga population

•

Represented by sector representatives at the Collaboration Council and engaged through stakeholder tables and sessions

•

Anticipate signing-on as team members as the OHT matures

Affiliates
•

Have endorsed, supported or provided advice to the OHT but not central to day-to-day operations of the OHT

•

May be interested at a later date in becoming a member

Mississauga Health partners are central to OHT decision-making :
•

Project agreements for relevant priority areas

•

Engagement on key decisions and co-design of priority areas

•

Communication and updates on OHT activities

The Mississauga OHT is a collaborative and voluntary endeavor. The CDMA is not a binding agreement.
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Feedback & Submission Process
Step

Objective

Timeline

Development

•

Development of Guiding Principles, as foundation to CDMA, via partner
engagement

Sept 18 – Oct 6

Member Engagement

•

Webinar - CDMA overview & feedback

Oct 13 - 16

•

Any additional feedback to be provided to info@moht.ca by October 16

Collaboration Council
(CC) Sign Off

• Signed CDMA by founding members submitted to info@moht.ca

October 23

Submission

• Submission to Ministry of Health*

October 27

*Submission of the CDMA will enable the OHT to receive limited seed funding from the MOH. This will be critical to support the ongoing work of
Mississauga Health development.
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Ministry Updates & Resources
Want to learn more about collaborative leadership and decision-making?
Check out these Ministry resources, which are supporting Mississauga Health in our collaborative decision-making approach.
RISE
https://www.mcmasterforum.org/rise/access-resources/resources-by-oht-building-block
MINISTRY
http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/connectedcare/oht/docs/OHT_CDMA_Guidance_Doc.pdf
ADVANCE
Six learning modules on collaborative leadership and decision-making – link will be posted at www.moht.ca as content is available
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Questions and Comments?
• This presentation will be posted on the Mississauga Health website following the webinar
• If there are any questions that we aren’t able to get to today, please follow-up with your question to info@moht.ca, CC members or
your sector lead
• Patient & Family Advisors
• John McKenna - johnm@mckennalogistics.com
• Kathy Dutchak - kathy.dutchak@sympatico.ca
• Community Care
• Heidi Yerxa - heidi.yerxa@slec.ca
• Lynn Petrushcha - lynnp@dixiebloor.ca
• Primary Care
• James Pencharz - James.Pencharz@thp.ca
• Sohal Goyal - goyalmd@gmail.com
• Mental Health & Addictions
• Mary Pagani - mpagani@paarc.com
• Cory O’Handley - cory.ohandley@shipshey.ca
• Acute Care
• Gillian Steeve - Gillian.Steeve@thp.ca
• Home Care & LTC
• Janet Wright - janet.wright@lhins.on.ca
• Kathy Davison - katherine.davison@lhins.on.ca
• Palliative Care
• Kathy Davison - katherine.davison@lhins.on.ca
• Dr. Laura Harild - Laura.Harild@thp.ca

• For more information and updates please see the Mississauga Health Website: www.moht.ca
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